
ViewSonic VG2239M-LED 22 inch (21.5in VIS) Ergonomic 1920x1080 LED

monitor/250 nits/DVI/Display port/VGA inputs/Speakers

The ViewSonic VG2239m-LED widescreen monitor provides native full HD 1920x1080 resolution, and 20,000,000:1 MEGA dynamic contrast ratio for stunning

display quality. The VG2239m-LED also offers the latest in DisplayPort technology for easy data transfer of high-definition video and audio. Other connectivity

options include DVI and VGA inputs, a two-port USB hub for peripheral support, and integrated speakers to complete the multimedia package. Additional features

include a matte finish slim bezel design with full ergonomic functions, including 90-degree pivot, height adjust, swivel, and tilt for maximum screen viewing. You

can put it on your desk or mount on your wall or on any VESA-compliant monitor stand. In addition to all these impressive features, the VG2239m-LED also

provides for super low TCO, with ENERGY STAR and EPEAT Gold certifications.

Features

• 22" (21.5" viewable) widescreen LED backlit monitor; great value for small office, home office applications, corporations, government and education

• Up to 50% power savings over a traditional CCFL 22" monitor

• 1080p Full HD resolution with 16:9 aspect ratio for perfect image reproduction

• Connectivity options DisplayPort, DVI with HDCP, VGA inputs, and a dual port USB hub

• Multimedia enriched with integrated stereo speakers

• 100mm x 100mm VESA compliant for wall mount or monitor stands

• Compliant with the Trade Agreement Act (TAA)

• Industry-leading pixel performance guarantee and 3-year limited warranty

High-Performance DisplayPort

Future-proof DisplayPort connectivity delivers the best refresh rate, highest resolution, and incredibly rich color and sound.

Full HD 1080p Resolution

This monitor features Full HD 1920x1080 resolution for unbelievable pixel-by-pixel image performance. Youâ€™ll experience the most amazing clarity and detail

whether it be while working, gaming, or enjoying the latest in multimedia entertainment.

MEGA Dynamic Contrast Ratio

A superior MEGA dynamic contrast ratio better defines the relationship between the darkest and brightest colors, ensuring that this monitor delivers an incredibly

immersive experience with accurate, rich, and vibrant images.

Versatile Connectivity

DVI and VGA inputs give you the freedom to connect your monitor to a variety of devices.

VESA-Compatible Mount Design

Mount the monitor as you see fit using its convenient 100 x 100mm VESA-compatible mount design.

Lower Energy Consumption

With an energy-saving Eco-mode feature and ENERGY STAR 6.0 compliance, this monitor delivers great power savings along with its stunning screen

performance.
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